
Instruction Sheet for Completing the Fingerprint Card

L The complete name of the subject is to be listed as indicated: I-ast name, First name, and

Middle name. Please ensure the name is legible if written.
Z. Signature of the subject being fingerprinted is written here.

3. List any and all alias names or nicknames, maiden name or any other married names.

4. List the date of birth numerically - month, day, and year.

Example: May ll, 1948, should be shownas 05111948; October 15, 1930, should be shown as

10I51930.
5. Current residence of subject fingerprinted is written here.

6. Sex is to be listed M for male, and F for female, or U for unknown.
7. Race is to be listed by placing an individual into one (1) of the following categories by writing

the appropriate letter in the space provided:

W - White
B - Black
I - American Indian orAlaskan Native
A - Asian or Pacific Islander
U - Unknown if unsure or unable to determine

8. Indicate the subject's height in feet and inches using all numencs.
Example: 6'01" = 601; 6'l l" : 6l l; 6'= 600

9. Indicate the subject's weight in pounds using all numerics.

Example: 186 or 098, etc.
i0. List the subject's eye color by placing one (1) of the following eye color codes in the space

provided:

BLK-Black GRY-Gray BLU-Blue BRO-Brown
GRN-Green HAZ-Hazel X)O(-Unknown

ll. Color of hair should be indicatedbywriting one (l) of the following color codes inthe space

provided:

BAL- Bald (when subject has lost most of his hair or is hairless)
BLK- Black
BLN - Blond
BRO * Brown
GRY - Gray or partially
RED - Red orAuburn
SDY- Sandy

12. Indicate the city and state where the subject was bom. The state should be indicated by the

two-digit abbreviation.
13. Indicate the date of the fingerprinting here.

14. Signature of Offrcial taking fingerprints is written here.

15. Write the Social Security number in this space. The Social Security number is a verv important
identifier.

16. Country of Citizenship (CTZ) Block Enter *US" if subject is a citizen of the United State; other-
wise, enter appropriate country. Use the correct abbreviation for foreign countries or correctly
spell the name of the country.



Photocopy of Sample Fingerprint Card

Each numbered block on this SAMPLE must be completed on the actual fingerprint cards. Follow
the Instruction Sheet for Completing the Fingerprint Cards to ensure you are completing each block
on the actual frngerprint cards with the correct information and in the proper format.
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